1. Proper application and function of closure requires that variations in the O.D. of the locking ring should follow uniformly those of A, subject to such variations as normal manufacturing conditions require. This also applies to the locking ring profile illustrated which is considered ideal.

2. Function and operation of cap crimping head requires that top of finish not be out of parallel with base of bottle in excess of .025.

3. Proper function of finish requires that it be smooth and free of pressure and that sealing surface be free of any irregularities which would prevent a satisfactory seal from being made.

4. The "C" dimension is measured from the top plane of the sealing surface.

5. Side or shoulder of the top of finish not to exceed .015 within 180° segment.

6. .052 max. per side out of perpendicular with base of bottle or .125 max. total.

7. Contour below horizontal neck parting line is optional. Information relating to practical limits of the extension of the pull ring of the closure used with this glass finish may be obtained from the closure manufacturer.